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Abstract 
In order to enhance optical absorption, light trapping by multiple scattering is commonly achieved 
in dye sensitized solar cells by adding particles of a different sort. Herein we propose a theoretical 
method to find the structural parameters (particle number density and size) that optimize conversion 
efficiency for electrodes of different thickness containing spherical inclusions of diverse 
composition. Our work provides a theoretical framework in which the response of solar cells 
containing diffuse scattering particles can be rationalized. Optical simulations are performed by 
combining a Monte Carlo approach with Mie theory, in which the angular distribution of scattered 
light is accounted for. Several types of scattering centers, such as anatase, gold and silver particles, 
as well as cavities, are considered and their effect compared. Estimates of photovoltaic 
performance, insight into the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed enhancements, and 
guidelines to improve the cell design are provided. We discuss the results in terms of light transport 
in weakly disordered optical media and find that the observed variations between the optimum 
scattering configurations attained for different electrode thickness can be understood as the result of 
the randomization of light propagation direction at different depths within the active layer. A 
primary conclusion of our study is that photovoltaic performance is optimised when the scattering 
properties of the film are adjusted so that the distance over which incident photons are randomized 
is comparible to the thickness of the film. This simple relation could also be used as a design rule to 
attain the optimum optical design in other photovoltaic materials. 
 
Introduction 
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Since its discovery in 1991
1
 by O'Regan and Grätzel, the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC), an 
electrochemical nanostructured device, environmentally gentle, economically promising, and rich in 
operational mechanisms, has been an object of intense research. Current laboratory devices can 
reach record efficiencies above 12%.
2
 Optimization of cell design also includes that of light 
harvesting efficiency, defined as the fraction of the incident photons that is absorbed by dye 
molecules sensitizing the nanocrystalline titania film. To achieve this, an increase of electrode 
thickness is discouraged since it implies an increased probability of recombination for conducting 
electrons due to the longer distance they need to travel to reach the collection point. Successful 
strategies have been developed based on the use of dye molecules with a spectrally wider 
absorption band and high molar extinction coefficient.
3
 Complementary or alternatively to this 
approach is that of including optical elements within the cell to either prevent unabsorbed light from 
escaping or to increase optical path or electromagnetic energy density locally in the electrode. In 
DSCs, the most widely used dye, N719, absorbs weakly at the longer wavelengths of the visible 
spectrum. In the last decade, photonic crystal mirrors coupled to the electrode have been 
demonstrated to improve the performance of DSC by enhancing the absorption of reflected photons 
while partially preserving their optical transparency, thus maintaining interest in the device for 
building integration.
4-9
 Diffuse scattering designs also give rise to an increase of the optical path 
length either by diffusely reflected light
10-14
 or by multiple scattering within the absorbing 
electrode.
15-19
 The former approach is based on the deposition of a layer of large (on the order of 
hundreds of nanometers) titania particles that behave as a diffuse back reflector, while the latter 
takes advantage of embeded scattering centers within the photoanode, which can be done either by 
admixing inorganic particles
15-17
 or organic ones
18,19
 that will yield cavities after calcination. 
Already successfully tested in other solar cells,
20
 plasmonic structures offer the possibility of 
guiding and trapping light by scattering as well as by near-field enhancement effects.
21
 Recently, 
several papers have reported an improvement of DSC performance by embedding gold and silver 
nanoparticles, be they bare or covered with an insulating shell.
22-27
  
Even though diffuse scattering layers attached at the back of the active area have been proven to 
provide the largest reinforcements of optical absorption, and actually all record cells have taken 
advantage of this effect, the scattering particles admixed with the paste offer two advantages of 
great interest. The first is avoiding the additional steps of fabrication and attachment of the 
scattering layer. The second is that diffuse back reflectors or photonic crystals are of no use in DSC 
that operate under counter electrode illumination conditions, as it happens for cells fabricated on 
stainless steel substrates which are flexible and thus candidates for up-scaling and mass 
production
28
. Additionally, the use of cavities offers the possibility to improve the electrolyte 
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transport through the electrode, which may be a great advantage when high viscosity electrolytes, 
capable of raising the open circuit voltage, are employed. Cavities may also help the infiltration of 
hole transporting materials into the nanocrystal pores in solid state DSCs. 
Tools to simulate, assess and optimize the light harvesting due to scattering in photoactive films 
have potential applications beyond DSCs. For example, extremely thin absorber cells, 
semiconductor sensitized solar cells and many photoelectrodes for solar fuel production are strongly 
scattering although there are currently few good approaches for estimating the optical absorption 
profile. A knowledge of these absorption profiles is generally critical for understanding the device 
function on a practical level. From a theoretical perspective, seminal computational works by 
Ferber et al. and Usami implemented Mie theory in a radiative transfer based approach
29
 and a 
Monte Carlo method of multiple scattering,
30
 respectively. It was found that the benefit attained 
from embedding large TiO2 spherical scattering centres overcomes the associated drop in dye-
loading, estimations of the optimum particle size and load were provided. Also, Rothenberger et al. 
applied a semi-empirical four flux model to explain diffuse scattering effects in DSC.
31
 In a recent 
paper,
32
 we analysed the effect of considering isotropic scattering by the individual scatterers, which 
fairly accounts for the effect of actual commercial scattering pastes, since the inclusions are usually 
broad size distribution polyhedra, which have been shown to display quite isotropic scattering.
33
 All 
scattering effects were determined by a single input parameter, the scattering mean free path. 
Interestingly, in good agreement with experimental observations, our work predicted a clear 
prevalence of designs in which a diffuse back scattering layer is coupled to the standard 
semitransparent electrode over those in which isotropic scattering particles are dispersed in the 
nanocrystalline titania paste. Our work also highlighted the importance of the interplay between the 
effect of the diffuse scattering design, the electron diffusion length and the electrode thickness, 
showing that different optical designs give rise to very different spatial distributions of optical 
absorption and therefore electron generation functions, thus affecting the electron collection 
efficiency. In general, the importance of an optoelectronic model of the DSC is now being realized 
and addressed from different perspectives.
34
 More recently, the importance of the optical absorption 
profile on collection efficiency has been further highlighted in nanostructured electrodes in which 
gaussian shape electron generation functions were considered.
35
 
Herein we simulate the effect of the scattering caused by randomly distributed spherical inclusions 
of different kind (titania, cavities, metallic beads) on the optical absorption, and hence photovoltaic 
performance, of a dye sensitised electrode. A Monte Carlo method in which the angular probability 
of scattering is weighted by the results of Mie scattering calculations is employed. Diameter, 
refractive index and concentration of scatterers are fully accounted for. Results of the optical 
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modelling are used as an input for an electrical model based on a continuity equation for conduction 
band electron transport with sublinear recombination, from where we obtain all relevant 
photovoltaic parameters. Our motivation is two-fold: first, from a fundamental point of view, to 
establish a correlation between the key parameters typically employed to describe optically random 
media, i.e. scattering and transport mean free paths, and the improved conversion efficiency 
predicted; also, to provide an integral theoretical framework in which the performance of all types 
of currently proposed spherical scatterers can be compared. We find that the optimum set of particle 
parameters (size, refractive index, concentration) depends strongly on the electrode thickness 
considered. Optimization is driven by the balance between light randomization at the required depth 
in the photovoltaic material and the losses (observed as diffuse transmittance and reflectance, or 
parasitic absorption in the case of metals) optical disorder gives rise to. A main conclusion, 
consistent across the materials studied here, is that the scattering designs optimizing device 
performance achieve randomization of light propagation on a length scale on the order of the 
electrode thickness. In other words, the magnitude of the so called transport mean free path, which 
is defined as the average distance over which the direction of propagation of a photon is 
randomized,
36
 should be approximately equal to the electrode thickness. This simple relation could 
be used as a design rule to attain the optimum optical design of any random photovoltaic material, 
as well as a simple design rule to maximize light absorption.  
Optical scattering model 
To start, spectral light harvesting efficiency, LH(), and optical absorption profile functions, 
g(x,), were calculated for the DSCs embedding different types of dispersed spherical scattering 
particles. We have employed a Monte Carlo approach to simulate the trajectory of 10
7
 photons that 
enter the different cells under consideration. In this approximation, we are assuming Mie effects 
arising from the scattering of photons with wavelengths similar to the size of the particles, which 
yields highly anisotropic angular distributions. 
In our optical model, the incident beam is described as a collection of individual photons. Once a 
photon enters the cell, the distance travelled before experiencing either absorption or scattering, l, is 
given by the expression 
l = −ln[r] /(ext)   (1) 
where r is a random number comprised in the range 0<r≤1 andext is an extinction coefficient that 
comprises contributions from different phenomena. Extinction is herein understood as the result of 
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any event that removes photons from the incident beam, be it by scattering or absorption. The more 
general form of ext is: 
extSC +A   (2) 
, where SC and A are the scattering and absorption coefficients, respectively. In turn, SC is 
given by: 
𝛼𝑠𝑐 = 𝜌𝜎𝑠𝑐   (3) 
, where  is the number density of the scatterers and sc is the single particle scattering cross 
section, that is constant for a given film and is calculated using Mie theory. Particle characteristics, 
i.e., radius and refractive index, are accounted for in sc. Below, we use the scattering and 
absorption normalized cross sections Qsc, Qa, defined as the ratio between cross and geometrical 
sections, which allows us to compare scattering and absorption strengths irrespective of particle 
size. The parameter A is in turn the result of adding up the wavelength dependent absorption 
coefficients of the dyed TiO2 photoelectrode, the electrolyte filling the mesopores of the film, and 
the scattering particles: 
AA,dye+A,elec+A,part   (4) 
Please notice that the only optical losses contributing to photocurrent are those resulting from light 
harvesting occurring at dye molecules, while absorption occurring in electrolyte or particles is 
unproductive. The absorption coefficient of the particles is given by: 
𝛼𝐴,𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 = 𝜌𝜎𝐴   (5) 
, A being the absorption cross section of the individual particles. In the case of the dielectric 
scatterers herein considered, we can assume that A=0 in the wavelength range of interest. For 
metallic particles, however, A>0 and may play a very significant deleterious role. 
If l attained from equation (1) is longer than the electrode thickness, d, then the photon is 
ballistically transmitted or back reflected as explained below. If l <d then a new random number, r’, 
is generated. If r’ ≤ SC /(A+SC), the photon is scattered; for SC /(A+SC)< r’ ≤ (SC + 
dye)/(A+SC), then it is absorbed by the dye, thus generating charges capable of contributing to the 
photocurrent; for (SC + dye)/(A+SC) ≤ r’, the photon is captured either by the electrolyte or the 
metal particle and then lost. The relative contribution to parasitic absorption of each one of these 
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components can also be estimated following a similar procedure. After a scattering event occurs, the 
new direction (,) of the propagating photon is determined taking into account the numerically 
calculated angular distribution of scattered radiation attained from Mie theory.
37
 
Finally, if a photon reaches the TCO outer surface, or any of the interfaces between the dyed TiO2 
film and the TCO or the electrolyte, it has a certain probability of being back reflected into the 
photoanode according to Fresnel coefficients. As it has been pointed out by Usami, the presence of 
flat interfaces gives rise to confinement by total internal reflection that largely contributes to light 
harvesting. In our case, we assume that the only the air-TCO and the TCO-nanocrystalline TiO2 
edges are flat. The effect of the roughness at the tens of nanometers length scale, typically observed 
for the back surface of printed TiO2 electrodes (that is, the electrode-electrolyte interface), is 
accounted for by simulating a gradual decrease of refractive index as light enters the electrolyte 
layer. 
All these possible events are considered until the photon escapes the cell, is removed by parasitic 
losses, or is productively absorbed by the dye at a specific depth in the electrode. In this way, light 
harvesting spatial profiles are obtained and serve as electron generation rate functions, G(x), 
(Illustrative examples are provided in Figure S1, as well as a drawing of the simulated cell in 
Scheme S1) for a conduction band electron density continuity equation with sublinear 
recombination, which we use to calculate energy conversion efficiency, as explained in next section. 
It should be noticed that such electron generation rate functions strongly deviates from those 
derived from the Lambert-Beer law, applicable only to semi-transparent electrodes. This has a 
significant impact on electron collection efficiency for those cells in which electron diffusion is 
somewhat hindered,
32
 not considered in the work herein presented. 
Electrical model: 
Herein we use a state of the art electrical model based on a continuity equation in which multiple 
trapping electron transport kinetics
38,39
 and sublinear recombination are considered. In particular, 
we make use of a code developed by Barnes et al.
40
 For a thorough analysis of the validity and 
applicability of this model with respect to the standard one introduced by Södergren et al.
41
, we 
refer the reader to the work by Bisquert et al
42
. and Barnes et al.
43
 We note that the model explicitly 
assumes non-linearity in free electron recombination while free electron conduction is linear. Free 
electron transport may also be non-linear in many DSCs and either or both recombination and 
transport could contribute to the non-ideality of the observed photovoltaic characteristics
44,40
. In this 
work it is sufficient to parameterise both these effects within the non-linearity of recombination 
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term to reproduce realistic current voltage characteristics. 
Once the electrons are injected in semiconductor conduction band, they must reach the contact in 
order to contribute to the photocurrent. Each individual electron does not feel the electric field 
caused by the imbalance between electrons and holes in the semiconductor or the reduced species of 
electrolyte couple after dye-regeneration because both phases are interpenetrated in the nanometre 
scale and single phase charge imbalances are shielded. As a result, the driving force for the 
conduction is the gradient of conduction band electron concentration through the photoanode and 
the transport is diffusive. In a nanocrystaline semiconductor, such transport is slowed by the 
presence of localized states with energy below conduction band in which conduction electrons are 
trapped and released after some time. The equilibrium between the populations of trapped localized 
electrons and those free to move in the conduction band is reached instantaneously compared to the 
other characteristic times of phenomena occurring in a DSC. Transport properties in transient 
measurements depend on the sharpness of trap energy distribution and the amount of traps 
occupied. Sub-linear recombination can be explained by a fraction of the electrons recombining 
with electrolyte from trap states localized at the surface of the particles in addition to those 
recombining from the conduction band. This recombination rate depends on the energy distribution 
of the states according to Marcus electron transfer theory
45
. Electrons can be also lost by 
recombination with dye oxidized molecules but this effect typically plays a minor role and is not 
considered in this paper. Furthermore the effects of variations in the concentration profile of 
electron accepting ions in the electrolyte are also neglected; this effect which leads to spatial 
variations in kr could be significant in devices with high electrolyte viscosity or low photoanode 
porosity. 
With the above assumptions the continuity equation adopts the shape: 
   xG+nnk
x²
²n
D= βc0
β
cr
c 






00
   (6) 
where nc and nc0 are the concentration of conducting electrons under illumination and in the dark, 
respectively,
46,47
 D0 is the conducting electron diffusion coefficient,  is the order of the electron 
recombination, kr is the recombination constant, and G(x) is the position dependent electron 
generation rate. It should be remarked that concentrations and electron generation rates are defined 
per photoactive volume, that is, that occupied by nanoparticles and electrolyte,
43
 excluding the 
volume of scatterers. Further effects of scattering particles in electron transport or recombination 
are beyond the scope of this paper which is focused on optical design. Through the interface 
between the photoanode and the bulk electrolyte, x=d, the electron flux is null: 
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 
0=
dx
dn
d=x
c



    (7) 
At the collection point, x=0, the flux extracted and injected to the external circuit is proportional 
to the slope of the electron concentration: 
0
0








x
c
dx
dn
Dj
  (8) 
In turn, nc at the contact is determined by the voltage of the cell by the following expression, 
which considers Boltzmann approximation: 
   Tk
qV
nn
B
c0=xc
exp
0
    (9) 
 
Tk
EE-
N=n
B
redoxc
cc0

exp    (10) 
where Nc is the density of states in conduction band, Ec is the energy of conduction band, Eredox is 
the redox potential energy of the electrolyte, q is the charge of the electron, kB is Boltzmann 
constant, T is the temperature and V is the applied voltage across the cell that, multiplied by q, 
corresponds to the difference between the quasi-Fermi level under illumination in the collection 
point and the redox potential in the electrolyte at the counterelectrode,
48
 the latter being equal to the 
Fermi level in the semiconductor in the dark. 
The continuity equation, with above boundary conditions is solved using a parabolic elliptic 
partial differential equation MatLab solver
40
for each one of the electron generation profiles obtained 
from the optical model. The cell current density is given by the electron flux at x=0. The IV curve 
can then be obtained by varying V between short circuit conditions (V=0) and the value at with 
current density falls to zero, corresponding to open circuit conditions. The efficiency of the cell is 
obtained as the ratio between incident solar energy and the maximum power provided by the cell. 
Results and discussion 
As an initial test of the validity of our optical scattering model we calculated the absoptance as a 
function of wavelength for two DSCs as described in reference [13], using the reported fabrication 
details as input parameters to our model. In that paper, Arakawa et al. present incident photon-to-
electron conversion efficiency (IPCE) measurements for devices fabricated with and without the 
addition of scattering particles. The electron injection and collection efficiency in these devices was 
optimised to be close to 100% such that the resulting IPCE spectrum is expected to be 
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approximately equivalent to the cell’s absorptance spectrum. Figure 1a shows the IPCE spectrum 
presented in reference [13] for a cell sensitized with N719 dye with no scattering particles and a 
similar cell containing 40 wt.% of 100 nm scattering particles. Figure 1b shows the corresponding 
absorptance spectra calculated in this work. There is excellent quantitative agreement between the 
spectra. This gives confidence that the optical model results yield physically meaningful results. 
Below we present optoelectronic simulations to explore the influence of differing optical scatterers 
on the performance of DSCs. 
 
The performance of solar cells made of nanocrystalline TiO2 electrodes with thickness comprised 
in the range 1 m<d<8 m was simulated using the optical and electrical models described above. 
Spherical scattering centres consisting of anatase, gold, silver and holes filled with electrolyte, with 
diameters comprised between 20 and 400 nm and with volume fractions in the range 0 to 40%, were 
considered. Although they can be estimated from first principles,
49,50
 in this case wavelength 
dependent refractive index and absorption coefficients employed for the calculations were extracted 
from the optical characterization of the electrodes
51
 and can be found in the supporting information 
(Figure S2), along with the values of all relevant electrical parameters, which are consistent with 
those previously employed to simulate the performance of DSCs.
40
 
Power conversion efficiency, , maps as a function of radius, a, of the scatterers and total volume 
occupied by them were attained. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 2, which correspond to 
 
Figure 1. (a) Experimental IPCE as reported by Arakawa et al. in ref. [13] and (b) calculated 
optical absorptance as estimated with the theoretical model herein proposed. In our model, we 
use as input parameters the data reported in their manuscript (electrode thickness of 17.5 
microns, 40 vol. % particle concentration, 100 nm diameter).  
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electrodes of d=8 m respectively (results for electrodes of other thickness are provided in the 
supporting information section, Figures S3, S4 and S5). In all cases, the configuration that yields 
the highest cell performance was sought after. One of the first conclusions that could be extracted 
from this analysis is that, in all cases, it is possible to find conditions under which the scattering 
caused by the inclusions gives rise to better photovoltaic performance when compared to that of a 
reference cell (0% concentration in the efficiency maps). Please notice that the presence of 
scattering particles implies the removal of part of the light harvesting material (i.e., dyed 
nanocrystalline titania), but also concentrates the electrons generated within a smaller conducting 
volume, which raises nc, thus boosting the voltage logarithmically. Interestingly, in all cases, 
optimum performance occurs for a relatively broad range of sizes and concentrations, which implies 
that there is a high degree of tolerance to experimental deviations from a predetermined set of 
structural parameters. The results attained for the optimum particle radius and concentration for 
each type of embedded particle and electrode thickness are summarized in table 1, in which the 
values of short circuit photocurrent, ISC, open circuit voltage, VOC, fill factor, FF, and conversion 
efficiency are shown. 
 
 
Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters extracted from the coupling of the optical and electrical models 
of dye solar cells that integrate particles of different composition, size and concentration. 
Thickness 1 microns 
Material Radius (nm) Load(%V) Isc(mA/cm
2
) Voc (V) FF (%) Eff (%) 
None -- -- 2.43 0.72 80 1.40 
Cavities 95 32 4.05 0.75 81 2.45 
Anatase 105 32 4.43 0.75 81 2.70 
Gold 75 1.2 2.98 0.72 81 1.74 
Silver 70 2.2 4.02 0.74 80 2.38 
Thickness 2 microns 
Material Radius (nm) Load(%V) Isc(mA/cm
2
) Voc (V) FF (%) Eff (%) 
None -- -- 4.39 0.71 81 2.52 
Cavities 100 32 7.29 0.75 81 4.41 
Anatase 120 30 7.89 0.75 81 4.79 
Gold 75 0.6 5.11 0.72 81 2.96 
Silver 70 1.2 6.47 0.73 81 3.81 
Thickness 4 microns 
Material Radius (nm) Load(%V) Isc(mA/cm
2
) Voc (V) FF (%) Eff (%) 
None -- -- 4.13 0.71 81 4.13 
Cavities 110 30 11.11 0.74 81 6.67 
Anatase 130 26 11.68 0.74 81 7.01 
Gold 80 0.4 7.96 0.71 81 4.60 
Silver 65 0.6 9.38 0.72 81 5.47 
Thickness 8 microns 
Material Radius (nm) Load(%V) Isc(mA/cm
2
) Voc (V) FF (%) Eff (%) 
None -- -- 9.93 0.70 82 5.67 
Cavities 115 24 13.86 0.72 82 8.17 
Anatase 140 22 14.20 0.72 82 8.37 
Gold 85 0.2 10.64 0.70 82 6.10 
Silver 80 0.4 11.75 0.70 82 6.77 
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Regarding spherical dielectrics, we observe that dispersed cavities of the appropriate size and at 
the right concentration perform almost as well as anatase particles do, which open interesting 
possibilities since large spherical pores should also allow better flow of electrolyte species through 
the cell. This might also be of particular relevance for processing of cells using solid state 
electrolytes where infiltrating the hole conducting material into small pore sizes can be problematic. 
The possibility to achieve similar performance with anatase particles and electrolyte filled cavities 
is somewhat surprising, since the scattering strength of TiO2 spheres (n=2.5) is expected to be 
higher than that of electrolyte filled cavities (n=1.42) when both are embedded in an electrolyte 
filled nanocrystalline titania medium (n=1.96). The origin of the comparable magnitude of the 
enhancement effect caused by both types of particles is due to the different angular distribution of 
scattered light and is discussed below in detail. In both cases, optimized DSC performance is found 
for inclusions of radius within the range 95 nm < a <140 nm, depending on the electrode thickness. 
The thicker the electrode, the larger the particle or cavity size that make the cell efficiency 
maximum, and the lower the concentration required, which drops from around 30 vol. % for 1 m 
thick electrodes to around 20 vol. % for the thickest electrodes considered. 
 
 
Figure 2. Power conversion efficiency versus sphere radius and volume fraction for electrodes 
of 8 micron thick electrodes including (a) titania, (b) electrolyte filled cavities, (c) gold, and 
(d) silver particles. 
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In the case of metallic particles, a similar trend is observed. Optimized DSC performance is found 
for radii in the range 65 nm<a<85 nm, with concentrations up to around 2 vol. % for thin 
electrodes, and as low as 0.2 vol.% for electrodes of standard thickness (4m to 8 m). These low 
values of the optimum concentrations for both gold and silver are a constraint imposed by the 
presence of parasitic losses introduced by metal beads due to absorption caused by excitation of 
localized surface plasmon modes. On the other hand, when results for metallic and dielectric 
particles are compared, it is immediately seen that the optimum scattering configurations provide 
significantly less improvement for the former than for the latter. This difference might be overcome 
by field enhancement effects that occur very close to the metal particles surface, not considered here 
but broadly investigated experimentally in different types of solar cells lately.
21
 Such effects are 
particularly intense for very small particles (r< 5 nm), although for them also parasitic absorption 
takes very high values (please see Figure S6 in the supporting information) and scattering cross 
section diminishes, which is actually the reason why poorer performance than the reference is found 
for the smaller size metal particles herein considered, irrespective of their concentration. Repeatedly 
reported experimental confirmation of photocurrent improvement of thin DSCs (d<2 m) caused by 
local field enhancement around very small metal inclusions seems to indicate that this effect is 
strong enough as to surpass the competing losses caused by parasitic absorption or plasmon 
oscillation damping. However, the relative importance of the different optical and electrical effects 
that arise from the presence of metals within nanostructured electrodes are still to be unveiled, as it 
has been recently pointed out.
52
 Metalic particles may in some cases catalyse electron 
recombination with the electrolyte. A further concern is that metal particles are also susceptible of 
being corroded by the electrolyte, which implies that it may be necessary to coat them with a thin 
layer of dense metal oxide to include them in the electrode.
22
 Since optical field intensity is 
maximum at the particle surface, such coating may render field enhancement effects, and hence the 
concomitant improvement of photovoltaic performance, significantly smaller. 
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Insight of the origin of the features and trends observed in the efficiency plots (as displayed 
Figures 2, S3, S4, S5) is provided by analysing the effect of concentration and particle size on the 
key parameters employed to describe light propagating in random media, namely the scattering 
mean free path, lsc, and the transport mean free path, lt.
53
-
55
 While the former corresponds to the 
average distance travelled by photons between two scattering events, the latter provides information 
on the average distance at which the direction of a propagating beam can be considered randomized. 
For diluted dispersions of scattering particles, like the ones herein assumed, phase correlations (i.e. 
wave interference effects) can be neglected. Particle density and scattering cross section determines 
lsc, which is the inverse of the scattering coefficient defined in equation (3), lsc=(sc)
-1
, while lt 
depends on the angular distribution of a single scattering event. Both parameters are related by the 
scattering anisotropy parameter g, through the formula:
56
 
𝑙𝑡 =
𝑙𝑠𝑐
1−𝑔
   (11) 
 
Figure 3. (a) Scattering cross section (Qsc), (b) scattering anisotropy parameter, g, (c) scattering 
mean free path (lsc), and (d) transport mean free path (lt) for nanocrystalline titania electrodes 
including anatase particles as scatterers. Electrode thickness are d=1 m (red dotted line), d=2 
m (green dashed line), d=4 m (blue dashed dotted line) and d=8 m (black solid line). 
Scattering particle size and concentration are such that optimize light harvesting and thus 
power conversion efficiency in each case (see Table 1). 
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, in which g=<cos> is the average of the cosine of the scattering angle, that is, the average 
weighted by the angular distribution of intensity provided by Mie theory, with  measured from the 
direction of the incident beam. If isotropic scattering occurs,
32
 then g≈0 and lt≈lsc and light 
transport can be considered diffusive after one scattering event. However, for spherical inclusions of 
size comparable to the wavelength, as it is the case herein, the probability of scattering in the 
forwards direction is high, which yields g closer to 1 and hence lt>lsc, implying that photons must 
be dispersed several times before the light beam direction becomes randomized. 
In Figures 3 and 4 we plot the spectral variation of the parameters Qsc, g, lsc and lt for the 
optimized configuration (particle size and concentration) attained for the different electrode 
thickness considered for titania and silver particles, respectively, which are selected as illustrative 
examples. Similar graphs for the two other particle types are provided as supporting information 
(see Figures S7 and S8). Interestingly, for the case of titania, the optimum diffuse scattering design 
is that in which the randomization distance lt is on the order or smaller than d in the spectral range 
 
Figure 4. (a) Scattering and absorption cross section (Qsc, Qa), (b) scattering anisotropy parameter, g, (c) 
scattering mean free path (lsc), and (d) transport mean free path (lt) for nanocrystalline titania electrodes 
including silver particles. Electrode thickness are d=1 m (red dotted line), d=2 m (green dashed line), d=4 
m (blue dashed dotted line) and d=8 m (black solid line). Particle size and concentration are such that 
optimize light harvesting and thus power conversion efficiency in each case (see Table 1). 
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400 nm<<650 nm, for which the dye absorption is significant. This relation determines the 
observed trends for the optimum particle size and concentration with d: as the electrode becomes 
thinner, a wider angular distribution (that is, smaller value of g) of scattered light is required in 
order to randomize light at shorter depths. This is better achieved by small particles that, on the 
other hand, show lower scattering efficiency at the targeted spectral range (please see Qsc vs. in 
Figure 3a). Such reduced scattering is counterweighted by increasing particle concentration , 
which allows then to reduce lsc so that lt is shorter, i.e. light randomization occurs at a smaller 
depth. Similar conclusions can be extracted from the analysis of the same parameters for the 
optimized spherical cavities size and concentration (Figure S7). As was mentioned above, similar 
cell performance is achieved with both kinds of dielectric scatterers at relatively similar , even 
though Qsc of an electrolyte filled cavity is substantially smaller than that of a titania particle. In this 
case, a similar degree of light randomization at the right depth is attained by effect of the angular 
distribution of the scattering angle, which is significantly broader for the case of light dispersed by 
electrolyte filled cavities. Please notice that for a given particle size, lsc and hence lt could always be 
made shorter at the expense of increasing , but this would imply both reducing the total amount of 
dye and increasing reflectance losses, hence reducing the efficiency of the cell. 
For silver particles, Qsc takes higher values than for dielectric ones. However, lsc is always much 
longer for metal particles, as their optimum concentration is between one and two orders of 
magnitude smaller than for dielectric particles, which is a direct consequence of their parasitic 
absorption. This is somewhat compensated by the broad angular distribution of light scattered by 
silver particles, as the low values of g indicate, which ends up resulting in lt values that are on the 
order of d in the targeted spectral range 500 nm<<600 nm. The higher parasitic absorption of gold 
and its lower Qsc, in the range at which the N-719 dye used here absorbs (<650 nm), results in an 
even a lower optimum particle number density which, together with higher values of g, gives rise to 
lt much longer than d (see Figure S8). All this explains the poorer performance of gold particles as 
absorption enhancers when compared to silver beads. 
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Although the analysis of lsc and lt provides a description of the phenomena occurring within 
optically disordered photovoltaic materials, it is also helpful to introduce a parameter directly 
related to the enhancement of light-matter interaction that is ultimately responsible for the 
improvement of performance. Such parameter is the average path lp, which we define as the mean 
length of the full trajectory travelled by photons within the electrode before escaping, being 
absorbed by electrolyte or, in the case of gold and silver particles, being absorbed by the metal. Like 
lt and lsc, lp is estimated for the dye free media. As it can be seen in Figure 5, the optimized 
configurations give rise to average light path lengths between two (1 m thick electrodes) and four 
(8 m thick electrodes) times longer than the electrode thickness for the case of embedded dielectric 
scatterers. As expected, longer average photon trajectories are found for electrodes containing silver 
particles, in good agreement with the shorter light randomization lengths observed. The electrode 
 
 
Figure 5. Average path (lp) travelled by photons inside the different electrodes under consideration. 
Results are shown for nanocrystalline titania electrodes including (a) anatase particles, (b) electrolyte 
filled cavities, (c) gold particles, and (d) silver particles. Electrode thickness for which curves are 
plotted are d=1 m (red dotted line), d=2 m (green dashed line), d=4 m (blue dashed dotted line) 
and d=8 m (black solid line). Particle size and concentration are such that optimize light harvesting 
and thus power conversion efficiency in each case (see Table 1). 
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thicknesses we have employed (1 µm, 2 µm, 4 µm and 8 µm) for our calculations are representative 
as most electrode widths employed lie within the 1 µm-8 µm range. The comparative analysis of 
these four cases allows us to define clear trends that can be interpolated and extrapolated to explain 
the behaviour of electrodes of arbitrary thickness. 
Conclusions 
We have established a relation between the structural features of optically disordered photovoltaic 
materials, such as dyed electrodes containing spherical scattering centres, with the relevant 
parameters that describe light propagation in random media, i.e., the scattering mean free path and 
the transport mean free path. We demonstrate that the optimized particle size and concentration, for 
dielectric and low absorption metal particles, are the ones that give rise to light randomization 
lengths, i.e., transport mean free paths, on the order of the electrode thickness. This conclusion is in 
principle independent of the type of photovoltaic material considered. A comparative analysis 
between the performance as efficiency enhancers of different types of dielectric and metallic 
scattering particles commonly employed in the field of dye solar cells yields that the former always 
perform better than the latter. The competing parasitic absorption of metal particles limits the 
maximum absorption enhancement that can be achieved and imposes a low particle number density 
in the electrode. Interestingly, as a consequence of the combined effect of both scattering intensity 
and its angular distribution, it is possible to achieve similar values of light randomization and hence 
efficiency using different dielectrics of different refractive index by adjusting particle size and 
concentration. This opens the interesting possibility of using cavities rather than particles to 
enhance conversion efficiency, which will improve electrolyte flow. Furthermore, this is the first 
time that a simple design rule has been proposed that allows mastering optical disorder in dye 
sensitized electrodes to achieve maximum efficiency. These methods and concepts may also apply 
to other photovoltaic devices, such as those based on extremely thin absorbers or on semiconductor 
sensitized photoconducting electrodes, as well as to photoelectrodes used for solar fuel production. 
We foresee further applications of this model in the development of advanced electrochromic 
windows, paints and papers. 
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